Salty's Secret is a German book, illustrated using photographs from the television series. Salty is a new diesel who loves the sea so he is understandably upset when he is sent to work at the quarry. Thomas. Percy. Salty. This book is based on the sixth season episode of the same name. Categories: German Books. Books. Book adaptations. *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase Sally's Secret. By: Clickett51. Lightning wants to know why Sally is always so sad around a certain time of the year, especially since everyone in Radiator Springs knows except him! Will Sally be willing to reveal her broken past to Lightning? Why did she really run away from LA? Rated T, for now, but may change that later on. LightningsSally fluff. Sally discovers a very special place to make a secret house, but her happiness only becomes complete when she shares her secret with Rose.Â Find all the books, read about the author, and more. See search results for this author. Are you an author?